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 Designed for small teams, it is still easy to manage and administrate large clusters. It is easy to manage large databases with your own domain-administrator account. MongoDB GUI is tailored to your workflow. Want to simplify your work? You’ll get the mongo tool, which is the best way to manage databases and scale up to 20,000 items per second. About MongoDB MongoDB is a scalable, free,
open-source, document-oriented database management system for the modern web. It can be used to easily store, find and retrieve information. MongoDB was created by the global group “MongoDB Inc”, which is a startup dedicated to the development of open source software. Description MongoDB GUI is a simple tool to manage databases. You have access to administration and development tools
as well as a replicator, the first and only database client certified by the MongoDB Inc. MongoDB GUI is aimed at teams of less than ten users. Why a standalone tool? A standalone tool allows the convenience and speed of using database tools without the usual overhead of a SQL database. MongoDB GUI can work on your own PC without MySQL or PostgreSQL. It can be used for a small and agile

team. MongoDB GUI is the only client certified by the MongoDB Inc. This tool aims to simplify your work and help you handle a larger number of databases and items. A command line tool (without UI) is also available for database administration. You can develop on top of the tool, using the UI or the command line tool. What is the difference with other tools? MongoDB GUI is the first MongoDB
client that is both free and open source. It is a standalone application and doesn’t require a server. There are two other tools available that are not free and are not open source. MongoDB Compass is a free, open source tool aimed at developers. It helps you develop applications for the cloud using MongoDB as database engine. It also provides you with tools to visualize and improve your applications.

MongoDB Shell is a command line tool that doesn’t have an interface, but is not free. MongoDB GUI features MongoDB GUI tool is mainly aimed at small teams, but it is flexible enough to manage large and complex databases. 520fdb1ae7
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